
 

Movies with English subtitles will be dubbed in Hindi with English audio. All the best action heroes of Hollywood are joining our beloved superheroes. The mixture of superpowers with special effects, fight scenes and a pinch of romance, this film is really the ultimate combination. This movie revolves around a team from D19 that travels through time to prevent an apocalypse that destroyed their
world 800 years ago. The team is led by Nathaniel Malick (Roland Emmerich), who has travelled back to stop the destruction himself at any cost while leaving his wife Kate (Alison Eastwood) and daughter Young Jane (Taylor-Joy) behind in 2048 New York City. The team is composed of Michael (Jason O’Mara), the leader of the team; Luca (Michael Ealy), a time soldier who has been with
Nathaniel for many years; Monk (James Purefoy), an assassin with superior speed and skill; Roxy (Sofia Boutella), who can use her super strength to overcome any obstacle in her way, and Sarah-Beth, the only member of the D19 group whose identity is still unknown. The team has been sent back to stop this future apocalypse by killing an engineer named Nathan "Nate" Malick, played by Nicolas
Cage. But the mission is jeopardized by Reed Richards (Michael B. Jordan), who wants to protect his son, Sam, and stop Nathaniel from carrying out his suicide mission. Facing many challenges, this team will need to master their powers and open the door that will allow them to go back to their own time where they belong. How far will they go for each other? https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=a_7YClY7wqY The movie portrays some actors working with this director.

The film leaked out on the torrent site 4chan, before being taken down by numerous upload sites, including The Pirate Bay. It was released on DVD in some countries (including India) shortly afterwards, but it has since been taken down by the distributor again.

  Source: Rotten Tomatoes The film has received mostly negative reviews by critics. HoweverFilm gave it a four out of ten at the box office, describing it as "a confusing mess of a movie with an interesting concept that's given very little screen time or depth. If the movie had actually focused more on its time traveling plot, it could have been a very compelling sci-fi thriller. As it stands, the movie is
just another disappointing movie for Roland Emmerich's resume." On Metacritic, the film has a score of 33 based on reviews from five critics. International Business Times UK gave the film 1 out of 5 stars and states that "Roland Emmerich’s latest bomb is comical bad." Simon Brew at Den of Geek said "this twist-chasing thriller is about as much fun as an empty cardboard box" and gave it one out
of five stars.
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